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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

! Do not turn over this page until instructed to do so.
! Choose one task.

INSTRUCTIONS DESTINÉES AUX CANDIDATS

! Ne pas tourner la page avant d�y être autorisé.
! Choisir une activité.

INSTRUCCIONES PARA LOS ALUMNOS

! No vuelva esta página hasta que se lo autoricen.
! Elija una actividad.



Write at least 250 words on ONE of the following.

1. Are there any sports in which women and men can compete on equal terms?  Write an
editorial for a sports magazine, discussing this question, and supporting your opinion with
several examples.

2. What is your favourite dish or recipe?   Write an enthusiastic article for a popular magazine
about this dish, both describing it in detail, and explaining some of the memories that you
associate with it.

3. You have won a Young Journalist competition run by a national newspaper.  The prize
involves an interview, arranged by the newspaper, with whichever famous person you choose.
This interview will be published in the newspaper.  Write a letter to the editor of the
newspaper, explaining the reasons why you have chosen a particular person, and which topics
you would like to discuss.

4. A decoration magazine is introducing a new section that explores how young people like to
decorate.  Each week the magazine will feature one person�s room or apartment and how it
could be improved.  This week it is your turn.  Write a feature on how you would like to
change your room or apartment.

5. As part of the graduation celebrations you have been asked to give a speech entitled: �How I
survived the IB.�  This speech is intended to be humorous.  Write the text of your speech.

6. Your best friend is moving to another city, and you may not see him or her for a long time.
Write a letter, for him or her to receive on arrival at the new home, explaining what friendship
means to you, and why your friend fits that description.  (The friend can be real or imagined.)
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